Congratulations, artists! Below is the list of works that have been accepted, listed alphabetically by the artists' last name. Listings below are as per original artist submission.

All artists have been notified of their acceptances via email by ShowSubmit with important receiving information and hangtags. Please be aware that you receive a separate email per work and are notified as to whether the artwork displayed in the email is accepted or rejected. You will need this email to access the form to submit your framed image and dimensions. If you did not receive your acceptance email, contact support@showsubmit.com

Edward Abrams, Sleep late Besty
Christine Acebo, Viewing Dijkstra
Anthony Almeida, Poised for tomorrow
Robyn Asquini, Folly
Brian E Bailey, Dream
Garin J Baker, 21st Street
James Xavier Barbour, Struggles of the archer
Chelsea Bard, Saturn
Joseph Besch, Amy
Paige Bradley, Expansion boundless
Elena Bria, Eugeny
Elizabeth Kate Brockman, Unseen angel
Ryan Brown, Zero fucks to give
Diana Buitrago, Portrait of Andrew Clayton
Jamie Cassaboon, Self portrait #1
Jason Cheeseman-Meyer The loft
Landon Clay, Buffalo jacket
Daniel Dallmann, Still life with morning light
Rachel Drennen, Caterina as Persephone
Mary Durgunoglu-Brown, Lee Price
Anastasia Egeli, Infinite connection
Ruth Fitton, Into darkness, into light (self portrait)
Nanci France-Vaz, Nocturnal
Martin Joel Frank, Figure in Brooklyn artist's studio, #1
Salony Garg, Performer
Vincent Giarrano, Disorder
Gary Godbee, Pensive (Jane)
Thomas Caleb Goggans, The buffalo soldier
Barbara Hack, In part together
Kim Hanson, Thomas
Charity Henderson, Study 37
Lee Holin, The perfect foil to hysteric glamour

Lee Hutt, After the run

Jean-Pierre Jacquet, Venus Callipyge

Brendan Hewitt Johnston, Eidolon X

Cheryl Juracich, Ice cream sandwiches

Darren Kingsley, Dan

Judy Kudlow, Girl in white

Kristin Kunc, Two Sisters of Persephone

Elaine Kurie, Ask la cour

James Labuschagne, Enemy

Shuk Susan Lee, The enchanting flutist

Julia Maddalina, Intertwined in Central Park at dusk

Gayle Madeira, The fisherman

Daniel Maidman, Meg in the sunlight

Kam Mak, Day dreaming

Kam Mak, Purification

Glen Maxion, Everybody loves the beach

Shiori Mori, Vito, no.2

Gregory Mortenson, Underground busk

Ricky Mujica, Mother courage

Patrick Lyons Neilson, Ale

Ka Lok Ng, Portrait of director Thomas Dang Vu

Alexandrea Nicholas-Jennings, All on a summer’s day

Tanner Ortery, Self-portrait at 25

Emily A Pastor, She contains multitudes

Corey C Pitkin, Glitch

Giovanni Priante, Self-portrait

Leonardo Rebolledo, The letter

Anthony Randolph Riotto, Standing 'Mamadu'

William Rushton, Loredana

Larry Scaturro, Classical torso

Jane Sklar, Hi there

Brandon Soloff, Nude

Lola Sandino Stanton, Eic

Ardith Starostka, Pearl necklace

Lulia Stoian, Ambra with her guitar

Gary Paul Stutler, Turntable

Thomas Torak, Alex

Elina Veyberman, Runner

Xuanyi Wang, From my dream I had forgotten about all of this myself

Patricia Watwood, Kyng Kymmah

Sherri Wolfgang, Taking flight

Lou Zucchi, Nude Filipina